
Reply

Sir,—There are three mistakes commonly made in trying to refute epidemiological findings.
1 Observations are rejected because they may be based on less than perfect statistics. Mortality data are claimed to represent severity of disease, success of treatment, diagnostic accuracy, and coding practices rather than frequency of occurrence. Similarly, it is argued that actual dietary intake of salt may comprise a too small fraction of total consumption of food grade salt for the latter to give a representative estimate of salt ingestion. It is assumed that inaccurate data have led to a linear regression that would not have been observed with more precise statistics. Because the true information—that is, the original signal, was overlaid by too much random changes—that is noise, a wrong message was created. This assumption, however, defies the laws of statistics. Noise destroys rather than creates messages. It cannot give rise to new significant correlations, but only blur or distort existing ones. If the underlying data are so poor as Hanneman and Moinier claim, better and more refined statistics can be expected to strengthen the association between gastric ulcer (GU) and salt.
2 A hypothesis cannot be refuted simply by hinting at other seemingly possible explanations. If other mechanisms are assumed to have confounded the original observation, these assumptions need to be confirmed and subjected to the same scrutiny as requested for the original hypothesis. (a) It is suggested that death rates do not represent prevalence data. No evidence is given for this contention. Actually, all epidemiological studies dealing with GU and duodenal ulcer (DU) suggest quite the opposite. Mortality and incidence data of peptic ulcer disease show the same epidemiological pattern regarding their age, sex, race, geographic, and temporal variation.1,2 Even in rare diseases, such as inflammatory bowel diseases which occur 10 times less frequently than GU, a parallel behaviour of mortality and incidence is found.3 (b) It is suggested that the geographic distribution of GU mortality represents differences in outcome of treatment rather than frequency of occurrence. It is somewhat difficult to imagine how United States physicians manage to be five or three times more successful in treating GU than physicians from Japan and the United Kingdom, respectively. Longterm trends of mortality from peptic ulcer and many other diseases have remained largely unaffected by medical advancement.4,5 In comparison with the impact of hygiene, technologic innovation, and other environmental influences, the beneficial effect of new diagnostic or therapeutic procedures tends to be overestimated.6 Considering the marked decline in mortality from gastric cancer, gastric ulcer, stroke, myocardial infarction, and other diseases related to hypertension, the refrigerator may have saved more lives than the x-ray tube. (c) If death rates represent varying severity of GU rather than prevalence or incidence, why does the geographic variation in severity of GU correlate with consumption of food grade salt? (d) Smoking appears to be a more important risk factor in DU than GU.7 The geographic variation of smoking does not match that of GU or DU.8 (e) Liver cirrhosis rather than alcohol consumption seems to be the relevant risk factor precipitating peptic ulceration. If anything, alcohol seems to increase rather than decrease mucosal defense.9,10 No correlation is found between the geographic variation of liver cirrhosis and GU (unpublished observations). (f) Blood group O has been shown to increase the risk for DU by 1.4. No firm relationship between GU and any blood group has been established.11

One could try to concoct some sophisticated and involved hypothesis why GU correlates with salt, although salt may have nothing to do with GU. Unless some confirmation is given for the alternative hypothesis, however, it makes more sense to accept the present correlation at face value rather than disregard it for some unsubstantiated hypercritical attitude. In case of several competing explanations, the most simple and straightforward one seems the most probable. Here, it means that salt correlates with GU, because salt has really something to do with GU.
3 The most recent statistics do not necessarily represent the data best suited to answer epidemiological questions. The occurrence of GU has declined in all western countries. The decline was more marked in countries with a high incidence leading to an increasing similarity between different countries.1,2 Similarly, salt consumption has declined in most countries, the decline being more marked in countries with an initially high consumption. As it is more difficult to show a correlation between two variables when both cover a narrow range, the most recent data may not allow the establishment of meaningful or significant correlation. On the average, GU patients tend to be 10–20 years older than
DU patients. This lag could be related to the time it takes to develop gastritis and subsequent GU. My paper deals with mortality from GU and stroke during 1971–1975. The average daily intake of salt in 1984 is not very helpful in this regard and supplying data from 1951–1960 would have been far more revealing.

In their letter, Hanneman and Moinier concentrate on the correlation between GU mortality and consumption of food grade salt. They fail to account for the other arguments which have been raised in favour of salt being able to affect the gastric mucosa. At present this contention is based on four additional lines of evidence.

1. The occurrence of GU correlates with that of gastric cancer. Countries with a high incidence of GU, such as Japan, Portugal, and Spain, have also a high incidence of gastric cancer. The geographic distribution of both diseases correlates with salt consumption as well as urinary salt excretion, their temporal behaviour, and their occupational variation.

2. It has been shown by multiple case control studies that salt consumption represents a risk factor for the development of gastric cancer. At least one additional case control study has shown salt to be a risk factor also in GU.

3. Gastric and hypertensive diseases are frequently diagnosed to coincide in the same subjects. Patients with GU or gastric cancer tend to have concomitant hypertensive diseases, such as ischaemic heart disease or cerebrovascular diseases, more often than people without gastric diseases.

The hypothesis underlying the association of gastric and hypertensive diseases is shown in the figure. If Hanneman and Moinier wish to exonerate salt, they will need to supply alternative explanations not only for the relationship salt-GU, but also for all other relationships outlined in the figure – for example, salt-gastric cancer, stroke-GU, stroke-gastric cancer, etc.
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Psychological factors in the irritable bowel syndrome

SIR—We were sorry to read in the Progress Report by Creed and Guthrie,1 the statement that we had used the Beck Inventory wrongly for screening depression in surgical outpatients, taking a cut off point for depression of 5 instead of 14.2

In fact we used a simplified form of the Beck Depression Index, for which the range of normality is 0–4, 5–7 indicating mild, 8–15 moderate and over 15 severe depression. Had Creed and Guthrie read our article more carefully, they would have found that we correctly used the criteria of Beck and Beck,3 and our finding of a 50% incidence of depression in gastrointestinal outpatients, and 68% in the irritable bowel syndrome, remains valid. They would also have learnt that the majority of patients were medical, and not surgical, outpatients.

PAUL M SMITH AND JOHN S HARVEY

Llandough Hospital, Penarth, South Glamorgan CF6 1XX
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Sir,—Smith and Harvey are right to draw attention to the fact that they had used a shortened form of the Di-Beck questionnaire so that our criticism of their specific cut-off point does not hold; but we would still reject their claim that they have accurately demonstrated rates of depression of 50% and 68% in gastrointestinal and IBS patients respectively.

In their paper Rose et al4 aimed ‘to establish the number of patients suffering from depression’ among new referrals to a gastrointestinal clinic. There are several reasons why the shortened Di-Beck questionnaire cannot be used as a substitute for clinical assessment and should therefore be validated by use of a standardised interview.5 We are not aware of any such validation of the shortened Di-Beck against clinical interviews among gastrointestinal outpatients, but there is evidence that 14 of the 21 items of the original questionnaire discriminated poorly between depressed and non-depressed patients in a general medical unit4 and many of these items have been included in the shortened form.

Selfadministered questionnaires tend to overestimate the prevalence of depression in general medical patients because somatic symptoms and social dysfunction score on the questionnaire even when these are not the result of depressive illness.6 In the case of the shortened Di-Beck, a score of 7 could be achieved by the patient who reports ‘my appetite is much worse now’ (2 points), ‘I get too tired to do anything’ (3 points), and ‘I have to push myself hard to do anything’ (2 points). Such complaints could be attributable to physical illness, and are common